
  

 

   

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

    

swepro opens new subsidiary in Spain 

 
13/05/2015 – The swepro Group continues to grow and is establishing a sales company in Spain. 

The new subsidiary of the specialised supplier of pneumatic technology now distributes the full 

range of powerful pneumatic tools to Spanish industry. With the new location, the swepro Group is 

responding to the high demand in the Spanish market. 

The swepro Group is expanding its international sales network and establishing the company "Swepro Industry 

Worldwide S.L.". The office of the new subsidiary is located in Barcelona and will provide new sales impulses. A 

competent sales team is now responsible for providing advice and selling the full range of powerful pneumatic tools. 

The launch of the new branch sees swepro Group responding to the high demand in the Spanish industrial market. 

A further step in the international development of the company 

The opening of the new site marks another milestone in swepro Group’s commitment in central and southern Europe. 

For Andreas Lázár, managing director of swepro Group, this step is an important measure to ensure successful 

corporate development: "The Spanish market has tremendous momentum and great potential for us. With the new 

branch office, we aim to move a step further in strengthening our sustainable development, production and sales 

network." With the new sales and service centre, swepro is making its operations more efficient and customer 

friendly, improving the global competitive edge of this pneumatics expert. In addition to Spain, swepro also has 

offices in Poland, Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic, for example.   

About the swepro Group: 

swepro has been a specialised supplier of pneumatic technology in Europe for more than 30 years.. As the exclusive 

partner of SILVENT AB, Sweden, our company is in a position to deliver modern, safe and efficient products as well as 

intensive customer support. Moreover, swepro also offers its customers customised product solutions in addition to 

its extensive standard range. All swepro products stand out thanks to their long service life, low maintenance and high 

level of operational safety.  

 

Media contact: 

Swedex GmbH Industrieprodukte 

Contact person: Marcus Droste 

Im Taubental 10, 41468 Neuss, Germany 

Tel.: 0 21 31 - 75 22 -279 

Fax: 0 21 31 - 75 22 -200 

E-mail: m.droste@swepro.de 

Website: www.swepro.de  



  

 

   

 

 

 

 

Attachment: 

 

 

 

Mr. Lazar (CEO swepro Group) congratulated the sales manager Mr. Martinez for the opening of the new Spanish 

distribution company. 

 

The attachment is free to use for editorial use.  

 


